


Unlocking method 1：

Average sharing unlocking method: Once the MT5 is up and running, 
based on the RM & GM ranking in 2.0 as the standard for calculation. If 
they have met the requirement of $5 million in new sales, they can 
unlock $100,000 for their team as reward withdrawal distribution. If 
there's any stacking, aside from the group of RM, other team's sales 
performance has to be at least $3 million in order to obtain the same 
$100,000 reward withdrawal release. This unlock is executed once a 
month. 



Example：

Global Manager                                                 USD$10,000 (Divided equally according to the number of Global Managers who meet the standard）
Regional Manager                                                   USD$8000（Divided equally according to the number of Regional Managers who meet the standard ）
Unit Manager                                                 USD$6000（Divided equally according to the number of Unit Managers who meet the standard）
Agency Manager                                                       USD$4000（Divided equally according to the number of Agency Managers who meet the standard）
Agent                                                 USD$2000（Divided equally according to the number of Agents who meet the standard）



Distributed based on his own team members:
30% will first be distributed to those who participated in Green channel program, in the following 
sequence:

GM RM UM AM AGENT 

 10％ 8％ 6％ 4％ 2％

The remaining 70% will be distributed to all others members, including those who did not 
participate in FX (member, Agent, AM, UM, RM, GM). 

If there is no GM, the 10% will be divided among all the other members, distributed from 80% 
instead of 70% 

That means, those who participated in forex will have two kinds of calculation (30% & 70%) 
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Unlocking method 1：

Average sharing mechanism：After MT5 
goes online, the company's foreign 
exchange MT5 2.0 will unlock the release of  
USDT equivalent to USD 100,000 for every 
USD 5 million worth of  newly added sales 
performance.
70% of  the remaining release quota will be 
shared equally among all active users of  
GIB1.0 from your team, and will be unlocked 
once a month

·z

Example：

70% of  the 100,000 bonus is 70,000 US dollars
Assumption: There are 40,000 active users of  GIB1.0 from your team 
that month,
The 70,000 U.S. dollars will be divided equally among 40,000 people.

All USDT unlocked and released with the equivalent value of  US 
dollars are newly added into the "Asset Sharing Wallet" (Users can 
freely choose to unlock and withdraw cash in the major wallet 
combinations of  the 1.0 platform according to the newly added "Asset 
Sharing Wallet")



Unlocking method 2：

Unlocking transaction liquidity financial 
management according to the deposit in the 
exchange area to participate in the transaction 
of  different types of  digital assets to obtain 
financial products, and reach a certain limit 
requirement, different proportions of  USDT will 
be released from the frozen wallet.
For example: trading mainstream currencies, 
stake mining, liquidity mining, DEFi, holding 
interest-earning wealth management plan

Regarding the new "Asset Sharing Wallet" and all the details of the previous generation member 1.0 
wallets, including FD and digital bank registration deposits, we will publish all details in an official 
announcement via the business academy after GIBXCHANGE is officially launched.







① Deposit and earn interest and guaranteed 1U plan: Members participating in the 
guaranteed 1U plan can stake the GUSDT™  ️to be locked within the mining pool
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① Holding currency dividend: Participate in the transaction holding currency and store it 
in the exchange wallet to get the internal 1.0 withdrawal release

A
0.2% of  the total trading volume of  GIBXCHANGE every week, 
the processing fee is distributed to all wallets that have G 
coins on the exchange

B
Each week, the percentage of  the total transaction volume of  
personal holdings and GUSDT™ will be used to get the 
commission dividend



C
Only need to hold the currency to be released 
internally every week, without any buying/selling

D
Users can settle dividends based on the total amount of  
currency held by the entire "directly affiliated genealogy tree"

① Holding currency dividend: Participate in the transaction holding currency and store it in the exchange 
wallet to get the internal 1.0 withdrawal release



First week GUSDT™：
0.2 % transaction fee = USD$200,000
100,000 / 10,000,000 = 1%
Transaction fees bonus = 200,000 x 1 % = USD$2,000

Second week GUSDT™：
0.2 % transaction fee = USD$100,000
200,000 / 5,000,000 = 4%
Transaction fees bonus = 100,000 x 4% = USD$4000

Third week GUSDT™：
0.2 % transaction fee = USD$300,000
500,000 / 100,000,000 = 0.5%
Transaction fees bonus = 300,000 x 0.5% = USD$1,500
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The Launchpad issuance model adopts the investment issuance distribution model. Users need to use 
GUSDT™ to participate in token investment, and the tokens will be distributed according to the holding ratio. 
That is, the allocation is based on the ratio of the number of GUSDT™ purchased by users to the total number 

of GUSDT™ purchased by all users. Through GUSDT™, participating users will stake the platform coins 
GUSDT™ and "X" to obtain the "Launchpad New Rights", and the new release will be released for a limited 

period and directly designated for a limited period of time to be locked up.
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Digital bank will use SPAC

“Special Purpose Acquisition Company" to be Listed on Nasdaq









THE LEGALIZATION OF CANNABIS IN MAJOR 
COUNTRIES AND THE U.S.A. CONTINUES TO 
ADVANCE

THE KEY TO INCREASING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE: THE MEDICAL VALUE 
OF CANNABIS IS TAPPED. ONE OF THE IMPORTANT REASONS FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF CANNABIS LEGALIZATION IS THAT THE MEDICAL 
POTENTIAL OF CANNABINOIDS IS GRADUALLY BEING STUDIED AND 
VERIFIED.






